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Exclusiva Design started up ten years ago following 
preliminary meetings between designer architect Fabio 
Mazzeo and project manager Vito Taddei: both of them are 
worlds apart in the sense of training – one an architect 
the other a project manager – but both wanted to create 
a different enterprise model, one which could deal with 
project and design work and monitor the realisation of 
the projects, by harmonising creativity with actual con-
struction. The company has over the past decade com-
pleted numerous important - obviously one-off – projects. 

-

WHEN A FAST YACHT BECOMES

U ... LU I A
design

by Silvia Montagna



dition to residential buildings on privately owned, isle

Far Eastern Countries, along the French Riviera, Lon

with Tankoa was for Exclusiva a wonderful introduc
to the yachting world and design. The result was wi

off with a Futuristic design theme: a 72 metre supery
which amply sports an all new yacht concept. To be
understand the philosophy behind all this we went t
terview Fabio Mazzeo, chairman and design director
oversaw each phase of this project.

Tankoa yachts has commis-
sioned Exclusiva Design to 
deliver a tailor made pro-

ject design called “Progetto 
Bolide” which will astonish. 

We’re talking about a 72 
metre superyacht with 540 
square metres of glazed lat-

eral panelling. Let’s take a 
closer look at this leading 

Italian concern which deals 
with design projects and 

highly customized precious 
works while it brings its vo-

cational desire and innovation 
into the luxury 

yachting world.



design

A very Italian look about the studio – with 
HQ situated in a 16th century building in the 
historic centre – It is here that Exclusiva De-
sign draws up decidedly tailor made projects. 
What’s your approach and policy concerning 
project design work?

How are you structured?
-

-

Let’s talk about yachts and Tankoa. How did
you fit in?

-

How would you define “Progetto Bolide”?

-

When a fast yacht becomes

truly... exclusiva
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-

-

-

How important is the role of technology in
terms of materials and in the building of the
needed special frames and struts?

-

-

Was your creativity limited by the structural re-
strictions encountered in yacht building?

-

Did you request things of Tankoa which were 
initially thought as being not doable?
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design
When a fast yacht becomes

truly... exclusiva
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How did design and performance compare with 
safety at sea? 

-

Are you envisaging to further your 
experience in yacht design? 

-
-

Returning to tailor made for a 
moment... which are the choices 
made for the interior decor?

-

-

-

Well how were spaces divided?

Which kind of materials did you choose?

-


